
 

  SHIPPING & COMMODITIES PROFILE 

 

Before commencing her career at the Bar, Rachel read Law with Legal Studies in Europe at Oxford University and 

spent a year in Konstanz reading German Law before completing her LLM (in German) in comparative law. 

Rachel’s shipping practice includes all aspects of shipping and maritime work (“dry” shipping – all aspects 

including, most particularly, shipbuilding disputes, a wide variety of bills of lading/charterparty disputes, 

indemnity claims, Agency Agreement disputes, contamination and cargo claims; “wet” shipping/Admiralty 

claims, primarily collisions/allisions including jurisdictional and procedural issues),  international trade, contracts 

for the sale and carriage of goods together with insurance and re-insurance. Rachel is experienced in mediation 

as well as arbitration and has developed a very successful shipbuilding and superyacht practice, an area in which 

she has represented both Owners and many of the leading Builders and has developed an impressive reputation 

being instructed in many of the significant, high-value newbuild disputes involving a number of the world’s 

largest superyachts. Rachel has also contributed to legal publications providing opinion and commentary in 

relation to superyacht law and practice. Rachel has been instructed recently in a number of significant, varied 

and high value collision/allision cases involving bulk carriers, tankers and also a number of vessels and craft 

operated by the Ministry of Defence. Rachel has also advised recently in relation to and appeared in a number 

of Applications before the Commercial Court requesting urgent interim injunctive relief (including anti-suit). 

Rachel has developed her impressive shipping practice alongside the work she has carried out over a number of 

years as a member of the Attorney General’s panels. In March 2004 Rachel was appointed as Junior Counsel to 

the Crown – Panel C. She was promoted to Panel B in March 2008. In 2010 Rachel was appointed as a member 

of the Attorney General’s Panel of Special Advocates. Rachel’s work as a Special Advocate has seen her acting 

recently in a number of high profile particularly sensitive cases including Belhaj v Jack Straw & Others (the 

extraordinary rendition and torture case concerning the former Libyan dissident Mr Belhaj, an opponent of 

Colonel Gaddafi, and his wife Ms Boudchar who alleged complicity of the UK authorities and intelligence 

agencies in various torts allegedly committed by various other states in overseas jurisdictions. The case settled 
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earlier in 2018 amid much publicity when the Attorney General gave an unprecedented apology on behalf of 

HMG and the Security Services in Parliament); Saudi Arms to the Yemen (the judicial review case brought by 

Campaign Against Arms Trade of the Secretary of State for International Trade’s decisions to continue to grant 

export licences for the supply of arms to Saudi Arabia for use in the conflict in the Yemen. This case has received 

widespread media attention and is of general public importance not least given the ongoing and increasingly 

desperate humanitarian crisis in the Yemen). The appeal is to be heard in April 2019; KA&B v Secretary of State 

for Defence and Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (a case concerning three Afghan 

nationals who each claim that they worked for the Defendants in Afghanistan between 2008 and 2013 as covert 

human intelligence sources and who claim that they and their families are now in extreme danger and at risk 

from retributive attacks including execution by the Taliban. The individuals allege a failure on the part of the 

Defendants to provide them with appropriate protection and compensation following the termination of their 

engagement as informants. The case is due to be heard later in 2018); Kamoka and others v The Security Service 

& others (a case which arises out of the alleged co-operation between the Defendants and the Libyan Security 

Services and the alleged failure of the Defendants to disclose matters relating to that co-operation and the 

alleged routine extraordinary rendition of members of the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group to Libya for 

interrogation in arbitrary inhumane detention). 

Rachel is ranked as a leading band 1 shipping junior in the UK Legal 500 2016 and is recommended as a leading 

barrister for both Shipping & Commodities in Chambers & Partners UK Bar and Global Editions. She has been 

described as ‘outstanding’. They note: 

“Very thorough. She keeps an open mind and focuses on the details. Her arguments are clear. She doesn’t 

give up and that is good for the team.” “Diligent and hard-working.” (Chambers & Partners UK Bar 2018) 

“Thorough and meticulous with a probing mind.” (Legal 500 2017) 

“She pulls out all the stops and is really nice to deal with.” “She can absorb a great amount of technical 

detail.” (Chambers & Partners UK Bar 2017, Chambers & Partners Global 2017) 

“Exceptional.” (Legal 500 2016) 

“Seeing her extract answers from witnesses is like a surgeon doing keyhole micro-surgery.” (Legal 500 

2016) 

“Absolutely fantastic junior with a great reputation in the superyacht field.” (Chambers & Partners UK 

Bar 2016) 

“Has a particularly broad shipping practice that encompasses both wet and dry matters, ranging from 

shipbuilding disputes to admiralty claims. She has additional expertise in international trade cases.” 

(Chambers & Partners UK Bar 2015) 

“She is very proactive and does not rely on instructing solicitors.” (Chambers & Partners UK Bar 2015) 

“A very able advocate with excellent tenacity.” (Legal 500 2014) 

“She is extremely industrious and easy to work with.” (Chambers & Partners UK Bar 2014) 

“Commentators say that Rachel Toney offers ‘more or less the complete package.’ She allies charm to 

tenacity and is known for always giving clients a good run for their money.” (Chambers & Partners UK Bar 

2013) 

“The ‘tenacious’ Rachel Toney ‘has the complete package - pragmatism, intelligence and client skills,’ 

sources say. Her practice covers a wide range of commercial disputes including international trade, 

shipping, sale and carriage of goods and insurance matters.” (Chambers & Partners  

UK Bar 2012) 

“Rachel Toney of Stone Chambers is praised for ‘her ability to whip very messy cases into fantastic shape.’ 

She is ‘very pragmatic and certainly has an excellent technical grasp of the law.’” (Chambers & Partners 

UK Bar 2012) 



“Rachel Toney ‘gives confidence about the depth of legal analysis and advice provided, yet brings a 

commercial perspective’ to the table.” (Legal  

500 2011) 

“A barrister with phenomenal attention to detail” (Chambers & Partners 2011) 

“Rachel Toney is a favourite junior at the set, whose practice covers both dry and wet matters. She 

impresses with her ‘ability to communicate legal detail at an understandable level,’ and with her ‘good 

technical mind which allows her to assimilate complex information coming at her from different 

perspectives.’” (Chambers & Partners 2011) 

“Rachel Toney ‘is very bright, and delivers no-nonsense advice’.” (Legal 500 2009) 

Shipping Cases of note: 
 

Superyacht – build dispute – arbitration: instructed on behalf of a (Respondent) Purchasing Company of multi-

million Euro “superyacht” (100+m) in relation to a dispute with the Builder which arose during construction of 

the “superyacht”. The dispute and issues between the parties concerned allegations regarding Permissible 

Delay, “changes and modifications”, late delivery of decisions, late supply, costs overrun and time delays. At the 

time (and up until earlier in 2013) the superyacht was the largest of its kind ever to have been built. Rachel was 

heavily involved (as Junior Counsel) in preparations for the Preliminary Issues trial (proceeding in LMAA 

arbitration). This included a number of visits (as sole Counsel) to the foreign shipyard and Vessel whilst under 

construction (and to meet in conference with clients and foreign lawyers also advising in relation to the on-going 

dispute) and responsibility for preparation and presentation of the technical evidence. Further to the outcome 

of the Preliminary Issues Arbitration, Rachel became heavily involved in advising, drafting and general 

preparations in relation to the Defence of (and Counterclaim in relation to) the “Main (multi-million Euro) Claim” 

including detailed work with factual and expert witnesses. 

Superyacht – brokerage dispute – arbitration: instructed on behalf of a purchaser of a multi-million Euro 

“superyacht” (100+m) to defend a substantial claim proceeding in (LMAA) arbitration for alleged losses and 

damage suffered as a result of an alleged wrongful repudiation of a written brokerage agreement and as a result 

of alleged breaches of the Respondent’s obligation of confidentiality arising under that agreement. Counterclaim 

arose out of various alleged breaches by the Claimant of clauses of the Agreement, fiduciary and other duties. 

Complex legal issues in relation to the alleged breaches of confidentiality and breaches of fiduciary duties 

relating to the alleged receipt of “secret commissions”. 

Superyacht – build dispute – arbitration and Commercial Court -  instructed on behalf of shipyard in multi-million 

Euro arbitration dispute and Commercial Court appeal defending claims for liquidated damages and advancing 

claims for damages for additional build costs, breach of terms of build contract including terms relating to 

advertising and promotional activities and late payment of instalments etc. Claims formed part of an intellectual 

property dispute which arose with the Owner of one of the world’s largest “superyachts” (100+m). 

Confidential – series of bulk carriers: representing buyers and managers in relation to a number of significant 

and complex multi-million-dollar shipbuilding disputes with foreign shipyard arising under arbitration clauses 

providing for an expedited procedure. Alleged non-conformities with contract/ specifications and issues of 

deliverability of a number of vessels (relating largely to manoeuvrability, light running margin, boiler capacity 

deficiencies, fuel consumption and Energy Efficient Design Index notations, passage through barred speed 

range). Cases proceeding in arbitration but advising and appearing also in a number of associated High Court 

applications including those for urgent interim injunctive relief; section 30 and 32 Arbitration Act jurisdiction 

disputes; section 68 and s69 Arbitration Act 1996 challenges/appeals). Advising on issues relating to Refund 

Guarantees, re-sale to third parties, Flag State and Class certification and intervention and securities.  

Confidential – superyacht refit: providing advice during re-fit in relation to one of world’s largest superyachts 

(100m+). 



Confidential - yacht insurance: advising Owner of yacht in relation to potential claim against Lloyd’s 

Underwriters/Brokers relating to alleged material non-disclosures and alleged failures to comply with insurance 

policy subjectivities. 

“FLASH” – advising on various charterparty issues arising out of grounding off Tunisia. 

X v Y : instructed to represent Owner of a superyacht (the very first in a new class of luxury superyachts) in his 

multi-million £ dispute with the Builder in relation to substantial and numerous alleged defects in the yacht. 

Advising in relation to potential claims under the SGA 1979, breach of warranties, rescission, damages, entire 

agreement clauses, quantum and potential negligence claims against former solicitors. 

Confidential: advising Secretary of State for Defence in relation to a number of Admiralty cases including collision 

between a Naval and other vessel; an allision between a work vessel and pontoons/shore-side equipment and 

facilities owned by the MoD. 

Confidential: Rachel is currently advising Owner in relation to its significant potential warranty claim against 

Builder and manufacturer. 

Platform Explosion – representing P&I underwriters in relation to an explosion which occurred on a fixed 

commingling facility platform which damaged the platform and resulted in one death and several personal 

injuries. Coverage dispute. 

Silver Sturgeon:  represented vessel owners in an Admiralty Court claim against ship repairers alleging breach of 

contract and negligence in and about repairs to the Thames pleasure craft “Silver Sturgeon” which suffered a 

fire in her engine room resulting in significant damage to the vessel. 

Confidential: currently representing a superyacht Purchaser in relation to its multi-million Euro damages claim 

against yard for repudiatory breach (material non-compliance with contract and technical specifications) and 

unlawful termination of yacht building contract. 

White Cloud:  65m motoryacht - instructed to advise in relation to a legal dispute pertaining to damage of coral 

reefs (alleged anchor dragging) in the Turks and Caicos Islands. 

YR [2014] EWHC 4406 QB: Rachel is instructed as Junior Counsel on behalf of the Owners of a Panamax bulk 

carrier (the vessel) in relation to a multi-million dollar dispute arising out of an incident concerning the 

interaction between the wash of another bulk carrier and the vessel in Brazil and in particular the generation of 

hydrodynamic pressure fields. The incident is alleged to have caused damage to the vessel and shore loading 

equipment giving rise to significant third party claims. 

“X”: Rachel was instructed on behalf of the Claimant Owners of a 175m bulk carrier in relation to an allision 

which took place within the enclosed dock system of a port where contact was made between the vessel and a 

swing bridge. Damage is alleged to have been caused to the vessel and oil pollution resulted leading to significant 

clean-up operations. Allegations relating to port safety and management (incl. PMSC), risk assessment process 

and procedure, navigational error, pilotage and the reasonableness and effectiveness of fuel oil recovery 

operations. 

“X”: Instructed to advise Owners’ insurers in relation to a cargo dispute (advice on vessel arrest and anti-suit 

injunctive and declaratory relief). 

“BB”: instructed to advise intended Claimant in relation to alleged damage sustained by a number of 

consignments for shipment on board reefer vessels. Rachel provided urgent advice in relation to contractual 

issues (waybills, BIFA terms and conditions, limitation of liability, time bar and jurisdiction). 

LS In Administration: instructed to assist insolvency team in relation to shipping issues arising out of company 

going into administration whilst consignments en route in container ships from Far East to England 

Confidential: instructed to advise on urgent basis on behalf of multi-million Euro yacht owner in relation to a 

financing/security dispute which had arisen with the shipyard 



O v P [2013] EWHC 3855 (Comm): instructed to advise and to appear on behalf of international shipping logistics 

Applicant/Intended Claimant in ex parte application in Commercial Court for an anti-suit injunction. Advice in 

relation to shipping Agency dispute and evidence generally and more specifically in relation to procedure and 

anti-suit injunction (in light of recent Supreme Court authority), supporting declaratory relief. 

“City Cruises Plc v Transport for London” [2012] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 471: instructed on behalf of the Claimant insurers 

of a passenger cruise vessel in Admiralty Court litigation against Transport for London in relation to an allision 

between the vessel and Westminster Bridge which is said to have caused considerable damage to (and the near 

loss of) the vessel on the Thames. Claimant alleged that TfL had failed in their duties to maintain and properly 

repair the bridge and to ensure that the pier buttresses (and the relatively narrow low water channel through 

the arch) were sufficiently marked to enable vessels to transit safely (the Defendant denies any breach). The 

Defendant (TfL) alleged negligence on the part of the Master (which was denied). Complex expert issues as to 

structural integrity, maintenance and repair of the various parts of the bridge structures involved and 

engineering complexities vis-à-vis causation of damage to vessel in light of chosen method of buttress 

protection. 

G and others and TC plc: instructed on behalf of the insurers of a Thames Clipper in relation to an Admiralty 

action regarding a collision with (and alleged destruction of) a cutter. Multi-party advice in relation to liability 

and personal injury quantum. 

S v Secretary of State for Defence: as part of her Attorney-General Panel work, Rachel was instructed on behalf 

of the Secretary of State for Defence advising in relation to an intended Admiralty claim for damages intimated 

by the insurers of a proposed Claimant in relation to an alleged allision which took place in the Eastern Solent. 

“GS”: Counsel on behalf of Claimant Owners in relation to an LMAA Arbitration Charterparty dispute concerning 

shipment of an alleged dangerous cargo of bulk iron ore. Case also involves consideration of issues and argument 

in relation to legal principles concerning very recent Court of Appeal authority on demurrage time-bars. 

Grenco BV v J & E Hall Limited, Jackstone Froster Limited & Others: Rachel acted as Junior Counsel on behalf of 

Defendant suppliers of vertical stack plate freezers for industrial use on land and on-board ocean-going vessels. 

Defending substantial claims for damages and loss of profits for breach of contract and/or negligence concerning 

amongst other things the design and supply of aluminium freezers. Numerous points arising for consideration 

and advice in relation to expert issues of plate susceptibility to corrosion, corrosion inhibitors, design and 

integrity of marine freezer systems, weld procedures and general causation and mitigation. 

MV SEA CRESTA: Rachel acted as Junior Counsel on behalf of shippers and charterers defending claims brought 

by Owners in arbitration for damages arising out of the carriage of a cargo of Direct Reduced Iron from Trinidad 

to Canada. Issues arising in relation to the carriage of alleged dangerous cargo, the use and/or suitability of 

Thermocouples for monitoring temperature changes and the seaworthiness of the vessel. 

H v HMM: Rachel provided advice in relation to breaches of shipping Agency Agreement, jurisdiction and alleged 

breaches of the Commercial Agents Directive Regulations. 

“Jack O Lantern”: Rachel was instructed on behalf of Claimant racing yacht Owner in relation to claim for 

damages arising out of alleged demasting during the course of the Round Britain and Ireland race. 

“OML”: Junior Counsel on behalf of Claimant Owners in relation to a claim involving alleged delamination and 

structural failing of a racing yacht. 

“Lady Kathryn”: Rachel represented Claimant charterer at Arbitration alleging breaches of MYBA Charter 

Agreement and misrepresentations in relation to private charter of a luxury yacht. 

“MV Gallant”: appeared on behalf of shipowners in German arbitration (Hamburg), in relation to charterparty 

dispute referred to arbitration subject to the Rules of the German Maritime Arbitrator’s Association. 

Glencore International AG (and others) v Metro Trading International Inc, (and others): multi-party complex 

litigation, conflict of laws, relevant rules of Fujairah and English law, title to blended/commingled oil and 

priorities, jurisdictional issues). Numerous interlocutory applications in relation to subsidiary claims including 

freezing injunction relief, second Junior Counsel and junior Counsel in relation to Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the 



litigation [2001] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 284 (Phase 1); appeared as Junior Counsel in Court of Appeal appealing first 

instance decision granting anti-suit injunction relief against shipowners [2002] EWCS Civ 528. 

“The Great Peace”  [2001] 151 NLJ 1696, [2002] 3 W.L.R. 1617: instructed as Junior Counsel on behalf of salvors 

in the Court of Appeal in relation to claim for unpaid hire. Arguably, now the leading case on mistake. Court of 

Appeal did away with the equitable doctrine of common mistake overruling Solle v Butcher. 

Voaden v Champion and Ors “The Baltic Surveyor” [2002] 1 Lloyd’s Rep. 623: instructed as Junior Counsel to 

advise and appear on behalf of respondents in Court of Appeal. Quantum dispute in relation to sinking of 

appellants’ vessel. 

 

Awards and Scholarships Education 
 

Hardwicke Scholar (1998-1999) 

Sir Thomas More Bursary (1998-1999) 

Wolfson Scholar (1997-1998) 

Exhibitioner at Christ Church (1994-1997) 

Languages 

German (fluent) & French (good working 

knowledge) 

1993-1997 

  

 

 1995-1996  

  

 

1989-1993  

  

Christ Church, Oxford University BA (Hons 1st Class) 

Law with Legal Studies in Europe 

Exhibitioner 1994-1997 

Konstanz  University,  Germany,  LLM  

December 1999) 

German/Comparative law 

Lutterworth Grammar School 

GCSE, A-Levels and S-Levels (distinction) 

(finalised  

 


